
SELF TAPE AUDITION GUIDE - “Personals Oregon” - July 2022

ALL FAMILY MEMBERS THAT MEET THE FOLLOWING SPECS SHOULD

AUDITION AS A GROUP

Age 3-10 years old (no younger or older please)

Age 32-46 years old (or thereabouts)

Please be sure to submit photos + info at the following link

for everyone auditioning (this is the link same as on the

scheduling website)

https://submissions.smhcasting.com/self_submissions/pz8sAX

FRAMING
Framing should be stomach or waist up, wide enough that we can
see all family members.
You can be seated or standing, or a mix of those things (but
we’d like everyone’s faces to be visible at once.)

BACKDROPS
We don’t need a clean background - your clutter is fine! More
space to move / better light is much much more important.

LIGHTING

Try to avoid being backlit or heavily shadowed. The cleaner we
can see your face, the better (if you’re facing an open window,
that has a high likelihood of great light.)

CAMERA POSITION
The ideal setup is camera at head height, with the top of your
head more or less at the top of frame. You’ll look best if the
camera is angled slightly down, but we understand that without a
tripod or other rig, a phone or tablet will fall over if you tip
it towards yourself!
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SHOT LIST - THESE ARE THE SHOTS WE WILL NEED IN YOUR SUBMISSIONS

● Closeup of your face - a selfie is fine

● Head to toe photo of you - or close to that

● A recent family photo (can be the same photo for everyone’s

submission.)

● VIDEO SLATE (we’ll need this for each auditioner) - start

in ECU (your face right up in the lens of the camera) -
tell us your name, agency (if any) and city+state then back
up into the closest you can get to a head to toe and turn
for a profile

● VIDEO INTERVIEW - MED, landscape orientation - as a group,

tell us about the family and what activities you like do.
We’ll ask questions, but the goal is to get a sense of your
personalities individually and as a whole! This can be the
same video for everyone’s submission.

We’ve put some example framings for the video on the next
page.
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EXAMPLE FRAMINGS FOR VIDEO

Please set your camera up so it won’t fall and hurt itself (or
you!)

Slate start

Slate finish

Group interview
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